NON-AIR PRODUCTS DISTRIBUTED
ON AIRLINE APPS 1Q20
From being a novel offering to evolving into something more edgy and user-friendly, airline
apps have matured multifold in the last few quarters, catalyzed, of course, by technology. Some
products on the apps have become standardized with minor tweaks that offer users more ease,
while new products have spawned on the sidelines, giving birth to new needs. videc’s App in
the Sky assesses these developments within Android apps as airlines worldwide cross-sell
varied products to travelers.
With air ticketing being fundamental to the airline app, it is excluded from this analysis. In
turn, the focus is on other non-air products that are introduced to maintain user stickiness.
However, there are still a select few, smaller airlines that either don’t have an app (just a
mobile-friendly website) or have one that simply redirects users to the browser.

HOTELS

AIRLINE APPS THAT DISTRIBUTE
HOTELS AND LODGING

Total number of Airlines which offered hotels as
their non-air products in 1Q20 have increased
from 1Q19, from 21 to 26.

24%

CAR RENTAL/HIRE

AIRLINE APPS THAT DISTRIBUTE
CAR RENTAL

Business travelers typically stick to the rental
company their company uses, or those they
are most comfortable with since car rental
companies also have loyalty programs. Few
airlines view car rentals as an attractive
add-on product for onward traveler journeys,
as is evident with its incorporation in 21% of
the airline apps. Car rentals work well with
corporate travelers and road warriors a like.

21%

GROUND TRANSPORTATION

AIRLINE APPS THAT DISTRIBUTE
GROUND TRANSPORTATION

Air France, Air New Zealand, Flynas, Iceland air,
Wizz Air are the ﬁve airlines which offer Ground
Transfer Services.

5%

VACATIONS AND PACKAGES

AIRLINE APPS THAT OFFER
VACATVIONS AND PACKAGES

Air Arabia, Air Transat, Emirates, Iceland air,
Rwand Air are the ﬁve airlines which offer
Vacation and packages as a non-air product.

5%

ON-DEMAND
TRANSPORTATION

AIRLINE APPS THAT OFFER
VACATVIONS AND PACKAGES

Bangkok Airways, Emirates, United Airlines are
the three airlines which offer on-demand taxi
and ride sharing services.

3%

videc’s App in the Sky is an infographic series based on our analysis of 107 airline Android-based apps. videc conducted
the research in April 2020 to identify and assess flight shopping and booking functionalities, ancillary products, services,
travel management tools, etc. integrated within the airline Android apps. The airline apps were evaluated on 54 unique
aspects/components across various stages of app launch, flight search, booking, travel management, loyalty/customer
logins, products sold, payment methods and customer support.
videc shall not be held responsible for any loss - tangible or intangible, due to the inclusion (or not) of the analysis in videc’s
App in the Sky.

